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ABSTRACT
Stair walking is frequently encountered in daily living. This task is biomechanically
challenging, and can be dangerous for individuals with impaired muscle function. Individuals
with unilateral transtibial (below-knee) amputation (TTA) do not have functional use of
the ankle plantarflexor muscles and often experience dynamic instability during walking on
level ground. TTA also have altered kinematics and kinetics during stair walking compared
to able-bodied individuals (AB), which may contribute to increased fall risk. Whole-body
angular momentum must be regulated in order to maintain balance during walking. Previous
studies have investigated the effects of amputation on whole-body angular momentum during
walking on level, inclined and declined surfaces, but no study has yet evaluated whole-body
angular momentum in TTA during stair ascent and descent. Also, powered prostheses have
recently been developed and have been shown to reduce metabolic costs and work performed
by the intact limb during level walking, but it is not known how a powered prosthesis affects
the ability to maintain dynamic balance during stair walking. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate whole-body angular momentum during stair ascent and descent in TTA
compared to AB, as well as to investigate the effects of using a powered prosthesis compared
to a passive prosthesis. Ground reaction forces, external moment arms and joint powers
were used to interpret observed differences in whole-body angular momentum. Significant
differences between walking conditions were found for TTA wearing both types of prosthesis
and AB. In general, the range of angular momentum was reduced during stair descent relative
to level walking and stair ascent, which may be a mechanism to reduce the risk of falls during
stair descent. Significant differences were also found in the range of sagittal whole-body
angular momentum during stair ascent for TTA using both types of prostheses compared to
AB, but no significant differences in whole-body angular momentum were observed between
the passive and powered prosthesis. Differences were also observed in ground reaction forces,
iii
external moment arms, and joint powers between TTA using either type of prosthesis and
AB, but there were few differences between the passive and powered prosthesis. These results
indicate that TTA must compensate for impaired muscle function during stair ascent and
descent, and that use of a powered prosthesis does not significantly affect the ability to
regulate whole-body angular momentum compared to a passive prosthesis.
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Stairs are frequently encountered in daily living and are especially challenging or dan-
gerous for individuals with muscle weakness or disability. Dizziness, impaired ability to
walk, problems with balance and general weakness have been identified as physical trigger
factors that directly precede a fall on stairs (Svanström, 1974). This is significant because
individuals with unilateral, transtibial (below-knee) amputations fall more frequently than
able-bodied individuals. Of 435 individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) surveyed by
Miller et al. (2001), 52.5% reported falling in the previous year and 49.2% reported a fear of
falling.
Recently, whole-body angular momentum ( ~H) has been increasingly viewed as a useful
descriptor of human gait. ~H is tightly regulated in human walking and must be controlled
in order to maintain dynamic balance and avoid falling (Herr and Popovic, 2008). Thus,
investigating whole-body angular momentum during walking on stairs in subjects with and
without amputation may improve current understanding of fall risk on these surfaces. Pre-
vious studies have investigated the biomechanics of stair ascent and descent in TTA and
able-bodied individuals (AB), but have not examined whole-body angular momentum in
the interest of investigating fall risk on stairs. Individuals with amputation have altered
~H trajectories while walking on level ground (Silverman and Neptune, 2011), but it is un-
known how TTA regulate ~H while walking on stairs. In addition, powered prostheses have
recently been developed that utilize motors in order to perform net positive work at the
ankle joint throughout the gait cycle (Au et al., 2008). However, it is currently unknown
how the powered prosthesis affects whole-body angular momentum.
Therefore, the key goals of this study were to investigate changes in ~H trajectories during
stair ascent and descent in 1) individuals with transtibial amputation compared to able-
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bodied individuals and 2) individuals with transtibial amputation using a passive prosthesis
compared to using a powered prosthesis. Additional biomechanical measures such as ground
reaction forces, external moment arms, and joint powers were evaluated to help interpret
the whole-body angular momentum results. Analyzing the effects of passive and powered
prostheses on ~H relative to AB provided a quantitative assessment of the effects of using a
passive prosthesis during stair walking, and potential advantages of using a powered pros-
thesis. This assessment suggests possible mechanisms for how individuals with amputation
regulate ~H during stair walking, and may also inform the design of future powered prostheses




Though human walking has been extensively studied, widespread acceptance of whole-
body angular momentum as a useful gait descriptor is relatively recent. This study will begin
with a review of the existing body of literature concerning whole-body angular momentum,
effects of transtibial amputation, and the biomechanics of stair walking.
2.1 Whole-body angular momentum
Whole-body angular momentum ( ~H) is useful for describing bipedal locomotion. The
rate of change of whole-body angular momentum, ~̇H, is defined as the sum of the external




This is generally referred to as the kinetic equation for whole-body angular momentum.
During tasks like walking, the external moment results from the body’s interaction with
the ground through external moment arms and ground reaction forces ( Figure 2.1). Alter-





[(~rCOMi − ~rCOMbody )×mi(~v COMi − ~v COMbody ) + Ii ~ωi], (2.2)
where n is the number of segments, ~rCOMi , ~v
COM
i , and ~ωi are, respectively, the position,
velocity, and angular velocity of the ith segment’s COM, ~rCOMbody and ~v
COM
body are, respectively,
the position and velocity of the whole-body COM, and mi and Ii are the mass and inertia
matrix of the ith segment. Both the kinetic and kinematic methods of calculating ~H have
advantages and disadvantages. Using the kinetic equation (Equation 2.1), angular momen-
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tum can be computed by integrating the net external moment produced by the measured
ground reaction forces (GRF). This numerical integration requires clean, consecutive steps
on force plates and can introduce significant amounts of noise into the calculation. In addi-
tion, the whole-body COM position must be determined in order to compute the external
moment arms. An estimate of the COM position can be derived through double integration
of the GRF data; however, an initial position must still be computed from a motion capture
system. The kinematic equation (Equation 2.2) requires motion capture equipment in order
to find the positions and velocities of the segments, but does not introduce noise through
integration. A disadvantage of the kinematic method is that individual segment masses and
the corresponding mass centers are difficult to measure directly. Typically, a model based on
estimates of the segment masses as a percentage of the total body mass is used (Dempster
and Aitkens, 1995).
Figure 2.1: Illustrations of moment arms and corresponding ground reaction forces (GRFs)
on stairs in frontal plane (left), sagittal plane (center), and transverse plane (right).
Humans tightly regulate ~H near zero during level ground walking (Herr and Popovic,
2008; Popovic et al., 2004). Further, the magnitude of ~H is kept small despite the generation
of large individual segmental angular momenta, which provide nearly equal and opposite
effects about the COM (Herr and Popovic, 2008). As implied by Equation 2.1, ~H is regulated
through generation of external moments about the COM using muscles (Herr and Popovic,
2008; Neptune and McGowan, 2011).
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Several studies have shown that the inability to properly restore ~H near zero is directly
related to the inability to maintain dynamic balance. A series of studies (Pijnappels et al.,
2004, 2005a,b) investigated ~H during trips by placing an obstacle in the path of the swing
leg. Specifically, the contributions of the support leg (the leg in stance phase at the time
the trip occurred) to the restoration of ~H near zero were analyzed. One of these studies
highlighted the importance of muscle action in the support leg (Pijnappels et al., 2004). It
was found that the support leg provides the time and clearance necessary for the recovery
leg (the obstructed swing leg) to be properly positioned for regaining balance. Failure of
the support leg to perform this function increases the requirements placed on the recovery
leg to reduce ~H. Another study expounded on this result, demonstrating that these muscle
responses occur very quickly after the trip occurs (Pijnappels et al., 2005b). The third study
examined the effects of age on these muscle responses and found that, on average, elders have
lower amplitudes and rate of increase of muscle activation after tripping compared to younger
subjects. This may contribute to a reduced rate and magnitude of joint moment generation.
In addition, all of the elders fell at least once during the experiment, while none of the
younger subjects fell at all (Pijnappels et al., 2005a). Taken together, these three studies
suggest that normal, rapid activation of muscles in the support leg is vital to recovering
from trips. Kaya et al. (1998) found that elders with bilateral vestibular hypofunction, a
condition that results in balance impairment, demonstrated excessive angular momentum
in the frontal plane despite a lower gait velocity, suggesting a correlation between impaired
balance and excessive ~H. Like elders, TTA have been shown to have an increased range
of ~H during walking, which may indicate an increased likelihood of falling (Silverman and
Neptune, 2011).
2.2 Ankle muscle function during walking
To understand the importance of the biological ankle in regulating ~H, the function of
muscles and joints must first be understood. To briefly summarize what Zajac et al. (2002)
discuss at length, muscles generate linear forces by contracting concentrically (shortening)
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or eccentrically (lengthening) or redistributing forces through isometric (constant length)
contraction. These linear muscle forces act across joints to generate moments that result
in what is referred to as a net joint moment at each individual joint. In practice, net joint
moments are calculated using measured GRFs and an inverse dynamics model of the body.
The net joint power is then defined as the product of the net joint moment and the joint
angular velocity. Thus, muscles are primary contributors to the net joint moments and
powers, which accelerate body segments and directly affect whole-body angular momentum.
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the ankle plantarflexor muscles, the soleus and gastrocnemius
(modified from msn.health.com).
In particular, the ankle plantarflexors, the soleus and gastrocnemius (Figure 2.2), are
the only muscle group that contributes ~H throughout the gait cycle during level walking
(Neptune and McGowan, 2011). These muscles contribute to support, propulsion, and lat-
eral acceleration of the body COM in able-bodied individuals (AB) during level walking
(Neptune et al., 2001; Pandy et al., 2010). In addition, the plantarflexors generate energy to
initiate leg swing and propel the trunk forward (Silverman and Neptune, 2012). The plan-
tarflexor muscles work cooperatively during level walking to regulate ~H: the soleus primarily
contributes to negative sagittal ~H (forward rotation of the trunk) and acts to propel the body
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COM while providing support, and the gastrocnemius generates energy to the leg for swing
and contributes to positive sagittal ~H in late stance (Neptune and McGowan, 2011).
2.3 Effects of transtibial amputation
Individuals with transtibial amputation have altered ~H trajectories on level ground com-
pared to able-bodied subjects (Silverman and Neptune, 2011). Altered ~H trajectories are
understandable considering that the healthy, intact ankle performs complex tasks during
level walking. Au et al. (2007) divided ankle function during stance phase into three distinct
sub-phases: controlled plantarflexion, controlled dorsiflexion, and powered plantarflexion.
During early stance the ankle behaves like a linear spring as it performs the controlled plan-
tarflexion to lower the foot until it is flat on the ground. In mid-stance it acts as a nonlinear
spring to dorsiflex in a controlled manner. Finally, just prior to toe-off the ankle becomes a
combined torque source and nonlinear spring to provide a burst of positive work during pow-
ered plantarflexion. The difficulty of designing a prosthesis to mimic these actions partially
explains why TTA have altered kinetics during walking.
An important aspect of this study is the investigation of differences related to using a
powered rather than a passive prosthesis. The two main types of passive prostheses are solid-
ankle cushioned-heel (SACH) and energy storage and return (ESR). SACH feet consist of a
rigid ankle with a cushioned heel to absorb impact. ESR feet are typically made of carbon
fiber or a similar spring-like material, but are still passive devices. ESR feet are intended
to store energy early in the stance phase and return it just prior to toe-off, similar to the
burst of ankle power seen in AB. However, these prostheses do not actively generate power
about the ankle joint like the intact ankle muscles, and so do not emulate the ankle joint
power of a biological ankle. Therefore, both types of passive prostheses perform negative
net work over the gait cycle because they absorb more energy than they return, providing
only 60-70% of the plantarflexion moment seen in healthy subjects (Winter and Sienko,
1988). Users tend to perceive an ESR foot as an improvement over SACH, but very few
statistically significant clinical results support ESR as a clear improvement (Hafner et al.,
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2002). In contrast, powered prostheses perform positive net work over the gait cycle and are
intended to restore biological ankle function by providing active plantarflexion in late stance.
However, previous studies that have evaluated the efficacy of these devices focused only on
joint moments, powers, work, and metabolic costs (Herr and Grabowski, 2012). While those
quantities characterize the performance of a prosthesis, this study aims to expand previous
results by investigating the ability of a powered prosthesis to restore whole-body angular
momentum trajectories. Improved regulation of ~H may then result in increased balance
control and reduced likelihood of falls during walking, as discussed in Section 2.1.
2.4 Biomechanics of stair walking
Stairs are frequently encountered in daily living. Healthy individuals may take for granted
their ability to navigate stairs, but persons with disability or muscle weakness, including
TTA, often struggle on stairs. Navigation of stairs is also quite different from level ground:
the GRFs, COM trajectory, and joint kinematics and kinetics are altered while walking on
stairs. Stairs are biomechanically more demanding than level ground, requiring generation
of large joint moments (Andriacchi et al., 1980). For example, the peak knee extensor
moment is doubled in AB during stair ascent compared to level walking (Nadeau et al., 2003).
Using a combination of electromyography (EMG) measurements and calculated joint powers,
McFadyen and Winter (1988) found that both ascent and descent involve primarily the rectus
femoris, vastus lateralis, soleus and medial gastrocnemius contracting either concentrically or
eccentrically. However, ascent requires greater hip flexion and knee extension moments than
descent, and there is greater range of ankle plantarflexion angle during ascent (Protopapadaki
et al., 2007).
Given these differences in biomechanics on stairs compared to level ground, it is not
surprising that unimpaired individuals regulate ~H differently on stairs than on flat surfaces.
Silverman et al.(2012b) showed that the range of ~H is increased in all 3 anatomical planes,
most significantly in the sagittal and frontal planes. Another consideration is that humans
vary step length when walking on level ground and inclined surfaces (Silverman and Neptune,
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2011; Silverman et al., 2012a). This contributes to regulation of the moment arm about the
COM and control of ~H. On stairs, this variation of step length is constrained by the depth
of the stair. This could affect the ability to regulate ~H, primarily in the sagittal planes as
the lateral foot placement is not constrained by stair surface area (Figure 2.1).
Differences have also been observed in the biomechanics of TTA walking on stairs com-
pared to AB. SACH and ESR prostheses generate a reduced peak ankle moment during stair
ascent relative to the biological ankle. This is largely due to the inability of these prostheses
to actively plantarflex the ankle during late stance, and affects the total work done by the
ankle (Sinitski et al., 2012). The lack of plantarflexion in passive prostheses also affects
descent. Healthy plantarflexors become active during touchdown (Spanjaard et al., 2008)
and are important for absorbing energy using controlled dorsiflexion during early stance
(Sinitski et al., 2012). The lack of biological ankle function in the prosthesis often causes
the user to compensate by varying other joint moments. Several studies have found a hip
extensor-dominant compensation strategy in the prosthetic limb during both level walking
and stair ascent (Winter and Sienko, 1988; Yack et al., 1999; Silverman et al., 2008) as well
as increased ankle plantarflexion moment in the intact limb during ascent (Yack et al., 1999;
Sinitski et al., 2012).
The fact that passive prostheses cannot actively push off (plantarflex) to generate a
burst of positive work late in the gait cycle, as discussed in Section 2.3, has significant
consequences for TTA when walking on stairs. During ascent, the inability to plantarflex
in late stance leads to compensation at other joints and the decreased dorsiflexion makes
it more difficult to transition the COM over the prosthesis in early stance; during descent,
the inability to plantarflex and utilize controlled dorsiflexion in early stance results in lower
energy absorption than a natural ankle would provide (Sinitski et al., 2012). However, to
the knowledge of the author, no studies have investigated regulation of whole-body angular
momentum in TTA during stair walking or the benefits of a powered versus passive prosthesis
during stair walking in relation to whole-body angular momentum.
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To summarize, regulation of ~H is important for maintaining balance during walking, and
is achieved primarily through generation, dissipation, or redistribution of force using muscles.
Since below-knee amputees have lost muscles that are key contributors of net joint moments
and powers, their ability to regulate ~H is impaired. However, a powered prosthesis mimics
the power generation of the important ankle plantarflexor muscles and thus has the potential
to restore more natural function and improved balance control, even during difficult tasks
such as stair walking. This study also has the potential to define areas of improvement for
the development of future powered ankles based on a better understanding of how TTA
regulate their whole-body angular momentum on stairs.
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CHAPTER 3
WHOLE-BODY ANGULAR MOMENTUM DURING WALKING ON STAIRS USING A
PASSIVE PROSTHESIS
Stair walking is a biomechanically difficult task that requires large joint moments. Indi-
viduals with unilateral transtibial (below-knee) amputation (TTA) do not have functional
use of the ankle plantarflexor muscles that are important for generating and absorbing power
during stair walking. This can lead to impaired balance, which can be quantified by the reg-
ulation of whole-body angular momentum. Whole-body angular momentum ( ~H) in TTA
has been studied for level walking and inclined surfaces, but no study has yet evaluated ~H in
TTA during stair ascent and descent. The purpose of this study was to evaluate differences
in whole-body angular momentum during stair walking and interpret these differences with
other biomechanical quantities, such as ground reaction forces (GRFs) and joint powers.
The primary differences in ~H between TTA and AB were in the sagittal plane during the 1st
half of the gait cycle (prosthetic limb stance). TTA also had reduced peak vertical GRFs in
the prosthetic limb and increased vertical GRFs in the intact limb. The results of this study
indicate that TTA have altered ~H trajectories during stair walking compared to AB, which
may help explain why TTA have an increased fall risk.
3.1 Introduction
Stair walking is frequently encountered in daily living. This activity is biomechanically
demanding and requires large joint moments, indicating greater muscle output (Andriacchi
et al., 1980). Furthermore, stairs pose a risk for populations with balance deficits (Startzell
and Owens, 2000). Falls are more prevalent during stair descent than ascent, as shown in a
study of 273 victims of falls on stairs in which 76% occurred while descending (Svanström,
1974). Serious injury due to falling is more prevalent in populations with muscle weakness
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or impaired ability to maintain dynamic balance, such as the elderly (Startzell and Owens,
2000).
Stair walking may therefore be difficult for individuals with below-knee amputation, who
have a greater risk and fear of falling relative to AB (Miller et al., 2001). In addition,
TTA have altered kinetics and kinematics compared to AB during walking on a variety of
surfaces (Aldridge et al., 2012; Yack et al., 1999; Silverman et al., 2008; Winter and Sienko,
1988). Many of these altered gait characteristics are a result of the functional loss of muscles
that perform ankle plantarflexion. The healthy ankle performs complex tasks during level
walking (Au et al., 2007). TTA using a passive prosthesis, such as solid ankle cushioned
heel (SACH) or energy storage and return (ESR), do not have the ability to generate power
through plantarflexion. Ankle plantarflexion is also important in stair walking. During stair
descent, the plantarflexors are predominantly active during touchdown at the beginning
of the stance phase (Spanjaard et al., 2008). However, an ESR prosthesis cannot provide
plantarflexion and the associated energy absorption during early stance in stair descent
(Sinitski et al., 2012). During stair ascent, the inability of the ESR prosthesis to plantarflex
during late stance is evident in the torque-angle curve and total work at the ankle, and the
intact limb must compensate with increased plantarflexion (Sinitski et al., 2012). Without
the functional use of the ankle muscles, TTA must compensate with other muscles during
stair walking.
Recently, whole-body angular momentum ( ~H) has been investigated as a useful quantity
for describing human gait. ~H is tightly regulated by healthy subjects during level walking
(Herr and Popovic, 2008). This regulation is achieved through the generation of external
moments about the body center of mass (COM) using muscles (Herr and Popovic, 2008;
Neptune and McGowan, 2011). ~H is a useful quantity to study because it must be regulated
to maintain dynamic balance. For example, muscles act to generate external moments to
arrest whole-body angular momentum in order to avoid falling after tripping on an obstacle
during level walking (Pijnappels et al., 2004). In addition, the range of ~H is increased in
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unimpaired subjects during incline walking but is decreased during decline walking. Reducing
the range of ~H during decline walking may be a protective mechanism to prevent slips and
falls, because the risk of falling is increased during walking on declined surfaces relative to
walking on level and inclined surfaces (Redfern et al., 2001). Slips and trips primarily affect
~H in the sagittal plane, but for completeness all three anatomical planes were considered in
this study.
The ankle plantarflexors are the only muscle group that contribute to ~H throughout
the entire gait cycle (Neptune and McGowan, 2011). Individuals with amputation do not
have functional use of the ankle plantarflexors, however, and also have altered ~H trajectories
during level walking (Silverman and Neptune, 2011). No study has yet been performed to
evaluate ~H in TTA during walking on stairs. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
evaluate the effects of amputation on whole-body angular momentum during walking on
stairs. Ground reaction forces (GRFs), external moment arms and joint powers were used
to help interpret differences in the ~H trajectories. We hypothesized that TTA would have
a decreased range of ~H relative to AB during stair descent. This was expected due to
amputees’ increased fear and risk of falling as well as a decreased ability to generate ankle
joint power and regulate ~H. We also hypothesized that TTA would have an increased range
of whole-body angular momentum relative to AB during stair ascent, similar to previous
results on level ground (Silverman et al., 2012a). Quantifying differences in whole-body
angular momentum between TTA and AB while walking on stairs may help explain why
TTA have a greater risk of falling.
3.2 Methods
Nine individuals with amputation (1 female) with an average age of 30 (SD = 6) years,
height of 1.48 (SD = 0.10) m and mass of 77.3 (SD = 7.77) kg participated in this study
(Appendix A, Table A.1). Subjects were all capable of walking independently for 15 consec-
utive minutes, and had been able to walk independently for an average of 18.4 (SD = 11.1)
months prior to the study. Nine able-bodied subjects (3 female) were selected based on simi-
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lar height and weight to TTA. able-bodied subjects had an average age of 23 (SD = 5) years,
height of 1.45 (SD = 0.07) meters, and mass of 73.3 (SD = 8.5) kilograms. All subjects
provided their informed consent for the protocol approved by the institutional review board
at Brooke Army Medical Center.
Whole-body kinematics were captured using a 26-camera motion capture system (Motion
Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) operating at 120 Hz. A set of 57 reflective markers were
used to define 13 body segments (Wilken et al., 2012), and a digitizing process was used to
identify anatomical landmarks. GRF data were captured at 1200 Hz using an instrumented
16-step staircase containing of two force plates (AMTI, Watertown, MA) configured in an
interlaced stairway design. Subjects navigated the staircase in a step-over-step gait, and an
auditory cue was used to control cadence at 80 steps/min. For level walking, walking speed
was based on the Froude number (McAndrew et al., 2010) and was also controlled with an
auditory cue based on horizontal trunk marker velocity.
Marker trajectories and analog force data were filtered using a 4th-order low pass But-
terworth filter with cutoff frequencies at 6 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. Kinematic and GRF
data were combined in Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Rockville, MD) to compute joint powers
using an inverse dynamics approach. A 13-segment inverse dynamics model (Figure 3.1)
was used for the joint moment and angular momentum calculations. Segment masses were
determined as a percentage of total body mass (Dempster and Aitkens, 1995).




[(~rCOMi − ~rCOMbody )×mi(~v COMi − ~v COMbody ) + Ii ~ωi],
where n is the number of segments, ~rCOMi , ~v
COM
i , and ~ωi are, respectively, the position,
velocity, and angular velocity of the ith segment, ~rCOMbody and ~v
COM
body are, respectively, the
position and velocity of the whole-body COM, and mi and Ii are the mass and inertia matrix
of the ith segment. ~H was normalized by height and weight for each subject and expressed
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as a percentage of gait cycle. Due to the difference in the masses of a prosthesis and residual
leg compared to the intact limb, sensitivity analyses were performed to determine effects of
segment mass variation on ~H. Variations were determined to be small compared to inter-
subject variability (Appendix B), so the same model was used to determine segment masses
and inertial properties for TTA and AB.
The range (peak-to-peak value) of ~H was calculated and compared statistically using the
R Statistical Computing Software, v. 2.15.1 (R Core Team, 2012). The peak values of the
3D GRFs, external moment arms and joint powers were similarly compared. A 2-factor,
mixed model, repeated measures ANOVA (Lawrence, 2012) was performed on these data to
determine significant condition (ascent, descent, level), group (TTA, AB), and interaction
effects for the calculated values. If data were found to violate the assumption of a normal
distribution, a non-parametric version of the repeated measures ANOVA was used (Noguchi
et al., 2012). When significant effects were found, pairwise comparisons were performed.
For normally distributed data the unpaired t-test was used for parametric between-subjects
comparisons and the paired t-test was used for parametric within-subjects comparisons, ac-
counting for unequal variances if necessary. For non-normally distributed data, the Wilcoxon
rank sum test was performed for non-parametric between-subjects comparisons, and the
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for non-parametric within-subjects comparisons. Pair-
wise comparisons included a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05).
3.3 Results
During both stair ascent and descent, significant differences were found in the range of
angular momentum in the sagittal plane (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2). Significant differences were
also found in the GRFs, external moment arms and joint powers (Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4,
Figure 3.5, Table 3.2, Table 3.3).
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Table 3.1: Significance values for the group and condition main effects. Main effects > 0.05 were not significant. Main effects
<0.0005 are listed as 0.000, and ‘-’ denotes main effects that were not significant. Significant pairwise comparisons are also
indicated for whole-body angular momentum. ‘*’ denotes significant differences relative to level, ‘†’ denotes significant differences
relative to individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) on other stair condition, and ‘◦’ denotes significant differences relative
to able-bodied individuals (AB) on same stair condition.
Average Range of Whole-body Angular Momentum
Main Effects (p-values) Stair Ascent (mean values) Level (mean values) Stair Descent (mean values)
Quantity Group Condition TTA AB TTA AB TTA AB
Frontal
Range of ~H - 0.000 0.071 (0.012)* 0.065 (0.019) 0.048 (0.008) 0.044 (0.012) 0.063 (0.013)* 0.049 (0.018)
Transverse
Range of ~H - 0.000 0.009 (0.002)*† 0.008 (0.003)* 0.015 (0.003) 0.017 (0.003) 0.016 (0.005)† 0.014 (0.005)
Sagittal
Range of ~H 0.002 0.000 0.060 (0.01)◦† 0.045 (0.008)† 0.058 (0.005)◦ 0.048 (0.007) 0.039 (0.01)*† 0.035 (0.003)*†
Range of ~H, 1st half 0.002 0.000 0.058 (0.009)◦† 0.043 (0.008)† 0.057 (0.005)◦ 0.045 (0.007) 0.031 (0.006)*† 0.031 (0.004)*†
Range of ~H, 2nd half - 0.000 0.045 (0.01) 0.041 (0.008)† 0.051 (0.005) 0.046 (0.008) 0.037 (0.01)* 0.031 (0.004)*†
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Table 3.2: Group and condition significance values for ANOVA comparison of individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA)
and able-bodied individuals (AB). Values < 0.0005 are listed as 0.000, and ‘-’ denotes main effects that were not significant.
Post hoc pairwise comparison results are shown in Table 3.3.
Main effects (p-values),
prosthetic limb relative to
able-bodied average limb
Main effects (p-values), intact
limb relative to able-bodied
average limb
Quantity Group Condition Group Condition
Max. A/P GRF (%BW) 0.000 0.000 - 0.000
Min. A/P GRF (%BW) 0.001 0.000 0.025 0.000
1st peak vertical GRF (%BW) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2nd peak vertical GRF (%BW) 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000
1st peak M/L GRF (%BW) - 0.000 0.000 0.000
2nd peak M/L GRF (%BW) - 0.000 0.008 0.003
Max. A/P moment arm (%BH) 0.0112 0.000 - 0.000
Min. A/P moment arm (%BH) 0.001 0.000 - 0.000
Min. vertical moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 0.001 0.000
1st peak M/L moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 - 0.000
2nd peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 0.004 0.000 0.033 0.000
Max. ankle plantarflexion power generated (W/kg) 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
Max. ankle plantarflexion power absorbed (W/kg) 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
Max. knee extension power generated (W/kg) 0.000 0.000 - 0.000
Max. knee extension power absorbed (W/kg) 0.002 0.000 0.010 0.000
Max. hip extension power generated (W/kg) 0.000 0.000 0.038 0.000
Max. hip extension power absorbed (W/kg) - 0.000 - 0.000
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Table 3.3: Calculated mean (SD) peak values for ground reaction forces (GRFs), external moment arms, and joint powers
with significant differences in pairwise comparisons indicated. ‘*’ denotes significant differences relative to level walking, ‘◦’
denotes significant differences relative to able-bodied individuals (AB) for the same walking condition, and ‘†’ denotes significant
differences relative to individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) on other stair condition. Pairwise comparisons were
performed after significant main effects were found (Table 3.2).
Prosthetic Limb Intact Limb AB Average Leg
Quantity Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent
Max. A/P GRF (%BW) 5.2 (1.3)*† 13.5 (1.1)◦ 9.4 (0.6)*† 7.3 (1.8)* 20.1 (2.7) 9.9 (2.4)* 6.3 (1.2)*† 19.8 (1.7) 9.6 (1.6)*†
Min. A/P GRF (%BW) -7.6 (1.5)* -13.7 (1.7)◦ -7.5 (2.2)*◦ -9.1 (0.6)*† -16.2 (2.8) -17.5 (2.4)◦† -7.4 (1.8)*† -18.4 (3.6) -11.6 (1.4)*†
1st peak vertical GRF (%BW) 95.7 (3.6)*† 107.8 (8.1) 109.3 (7.1)◦† 118.0 (6.3)*◦† 107.7 (5.0) 150.7 (20.7)*◦† 100.7 (3.1)*† 109.2 (4.7) 123.3 (8.2)*†
2nd peak vertical GRF (%BW) 95.5 (3.8)*◦ 105.4 (6.9) 94.8 (6.9)* 118.4 (9.0)*◦ 103.2 (6.0) 107.6 (6.0)◦ 105.0 (4.1)† 106.6 (3.2) 93.4 (3.5)*†
1st peak M/L GRF (%BW) 7.5 (2.5) 5.8 (1.3) 9.4 (1.5)* 9.2 (1.6)◦ 7.5 (1.1) 10.3 (1.5)* 6.1 (1.1)† 6.7 (1.3) 8.6 (1.2)*†
2nd peak M/L GRF (%BW) 6.0 (1.8) 6.2 (0.9) 7.9 (1.7) 8.1 (2.3)◦ 7.1 (0.8) 8.8 (1.8) 5.4 (0.9)† 6.4 (1.7) 7.6 (1.32)†
Max. A/P moment arm (%BH) 14.0 (1.4)*◦† 18.4 (2.0) 4.6 (1.0)*◦† 11.1 (1.5)* 16.5 (1.1) 12.6 (1.5)* 10.6 (1.1)*† 16.6 (1.3) 13.0 (1.1)*†
Min. A/P moment arm (%BH) -6.2 (1.0)* -16.7 (1.7)◦ -7.2 (1.4)* -7.0 (0.9)* -19.7 (1.2) -7.2 (1.0)* -6.5 (0.9)*† -19.4 (1.4) -7.8 (0.6)*†
Min. vertical moment arm (%BH) -71.8 (0.5)*† -70.3 (6.5) -65.1 (0.8)*† -74.8 (0.8)*◦† -68.4 (0.7) -68.2 (0.9)◦† -73.2 (0.7)*† -67.5 (0.8) -66.7 (0.9)†
1st peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 9.0 (2.0)* 4.5 (1.4) 6.7 (1.3)* 8.5 (2.2)* 5.4 (1.0) 9.8 (1.5)* 7.7 (1.7)* 4.6 (0.7) 9.3 (1.2)*
2nd peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 7.1 (1.8)† 5.7 (1.1) 10.1 (0.9)*◦† 8.0 (1.7) 6.4 (0.6) 7.4 (1.4) 6.26 (1.2) 5.3 (1.1) 6.6 (1.4)
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
generated (W/kg)
0.62 (0.21)*◦ 1.48 (0.24)◦ 0.48 (0.24)*◦ 4.12 (0.93)*◦† 2.67 (0.53) 1.78 (0.41)*† 2.41 (0.44)† 2.58 (0.42) 1.28 (0.35)*†
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
absorbed (W/kg)
-0.74 (0.27) -1.03 (0.25) -0.53 (0.11)*◦ -1.07 (0.70)† -1.00 (0.44) -5.10 (1.81)*◦† -0.48 (0.35)† -1.07 (0.29) -2.77 (0.52)*†
Max. knee extension power
generated (W/kg)
1.52 (0.53)*◦† 0.44 (0.20)◦ 0.25 (0.12)† 2.88 (0.69)*† 1.43 (0.45) 0.64 (0.25)*† 2.56 (0.73)*† 1.51 (0.54) 0.37 (0.17)*†
Max. knee extension power absorbed
(W/kg)
-0.36 (0.14)*† -0.94 (0.20)◦ -2.46 (0.56)*† -0.51 (0.14)*† -1.43 (0.15) -3.63 (0.89)*† -0.38 (0.08)*† -1.52 (0.34) -2.68 (0.20)*†
Max. hip extension power generated
(W/kg)
1.71 (0.46)*◦† 0.97 (0.20) 0.35 (0.17)*† 0.88 (0.30)† 0.71 (0.15) 0.41 (0.10)*† 0.54 (0.21) 0.78 (0.14) 0.32 (0.08)*
Max. hip extension power absorbed
(W/kg)
-0.25 (0.1)* -0.46 (0.16) -0.52 (0.26) -0.26 (0.10)* -0.59 (0.22) -0.30 (0.15) -0.31 (0.17) -0.57 (0.24) -0.17 (0.07)*
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Figure 3.1: Biomechanical model used for the inverse dynamics and whole-body angular
momentum calculations.
3.3.1 Frontal plane
Significant condition effects were observed for range of frontal ~H, but there were no
significant group effects (Table 3.1). TTA had an increased range of ~H during stair descent
compared to level as well as during stair ascent relative to level. During stair descent, both
TTA and AB had increased maximum medial/lateral (M/L) external moment arm relative
to level walking, but no significant differences were found between groups. In stair ascent,
TTA had an increased intact limb M/L GRF relative to AB.
3.3.2 Transverse plane
Significant condition effects were found for range of transverse ~H, but the group effect
was not significant (Table 3.1). AB had a reduced range of transverse ~H during stair ascent
relative to level. TTA had a reduced range of transverse ~H for stair ascent relative to
both stair descent and level. Quantities that contribute to the external moment and ~H in
the transverse plane also had significant condition main effects, including anterior/posterior
(A/P) and M/L GRFs and external moment arms (Table 3.3, Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Plots of subject group averages of whole-body angular momentum (normalized
by height and body weight) for individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) and able-
bodied individuals (AB) in all three anatomical planes during stair ascent, level walking,
and stair descent.
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(a) Anterior/posterior (A/P), vertical, and medial/lateral (M/L) ground reaction
forces (GRFs) for individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) and able-bodied
individuals (AB), normalized to percent of body weight (%BW).
(b) Average anterior/posterior (A/P), vertical, and medial/lateral (M/L) external
moment arms for individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) and able-bodied
individuals (AB), normalized to percent of body height (%BH)
Figure 3.3: Normalized ground reaction forces (GRFs) and external moment arms.
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(a) Normalized joint powers in the prosthetic limb of individuals with transtibial
amputation using a passive prosthesis (TTA) and in the left limb of able-bodied
individuals (AB).
(b) Normalized joint powers in the intact limb of individuals with transtibial am-
putation using a passive prosthesis (TTA) and in the right limb of able-bodied
individuals (AB).
Figure 3.4: Joint powers (normalized by body mass) during stair ascent.
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(a) Normalized joint powers in the prosthetic limb of individuals with transtibial
amputation using a passive prosthesis (TTA) and in the left limb of able-bodied
individuals (AB).
(b) Normalized joint powers in the intact limb of individuals with transtibial am-
putation using a passive prosthesis (TTA) and in the right limb of able-bodied
individuals (AB).
Figure 3.5: Joint powers (normalized by body mass) during stair descent.
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3.3.3 Sagittal plane
Significant group and condition main effects were found for the overall range of sagittal
~H (Table 3.1) as well as for the range of sagittal ~H during the first half of the gait cycle
(Table 3.1). However, only significant condition effects were found during the second half of
the gait cycle.
During stair ascent, TTA had a significantly increased range of sagittal ~H relative to
AB during the 1st half of the gait cycle, but no significant difference was observed in the
range during the 2nd half of the gait cycle. Relative to AB, TTA had reduced 2nd peak
vertical GRF in the prosthetic limb and increased 2nd peak vertical GRF in the intact limb
(Figure 3.3). Peak joint powers had several significant group and condition main effects (Ta-
ble 3.2, Figure 3.4), including reduced maximum ankle plantarflexion power generation and
increased maximum hip power generation in the prosthetic limb relative to AB (Table 3.3,
Figure 3.4).
During stair descent, both TTA and AB had a significantly reduced range of sagittal
~H relative to level walking. TTA also had a reduced A/P braking GRF, reduced 1st peak
vertical GRF and reduced ankle plantarflexion power absorption relative to AB (Table 3.3,
Figure 3.3, Figure 3.5).
3.4 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate differences in whole-body angular momentum
between individuals with unilateral below-knee amputation using a passive prosthesis and
able-bodied individuals during stair ascent and descent. We hypothesized that TTA would
have an increased range of ~H during stair ascent relative to AB but a decreased range of ~H
during stair descent relative to AB.
In the frontal plane, no statistically signficant differences were observed in the range of
~H between TTA and AB, which was not consistent with previous results for level walking
(Silverman and Neptune, 2011). The average trajectories (Figure 3.2) appear different be-
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tween groups, but the variability between subjects was large (Figure 3.6), which reduced
significance levels between groups. This large variability may be due to a wide range of
individual strategies that may be used to navigate stairs. Including a greater number of
subjects in future studies would give a better representation of the overall populations and
may provide more insight into possible differences between TTA and AB. There were signif-
icant condition effects in the range of frontal plane angular momentum. The greater value
of the second peak of the prosthetic limb M/L external moment arm shown in TTA during
stair descent contributes a greater positive external moment from the prosthetic limb early
in the gait cycle and negative external moment from the intact limb later in the gait cycle
(Figure 3.7). Larger external moments cause greater time rates of change of H, resulting in
a greater overall range of H.
Transverse ~H represents twisting of the body about the vertical (Y) axis. TTA had a
significant increase in transverse ~H during stair descent relative to stair ascent that was
not shown in AB, which may indicate a difference in how ~H is regulated between groups.
However, the magnitude of ~H was smallest in the transverse plane and has previously been
similar between TTA and AB (Silverman et al., 2012b). There were no significant differences
between groups in the present study.
While there were not significant differences between groups in the frontal and transverse
planes, there were differences in the range of ~H in the sagittal plane. As expected, significant
increases in the first peak of sagittal ~H were observed, with TTA having a larger range of
sagittal ~H relative to AB for stair ascent and level walking. However, contrary to previous
results (Silverman and Neptune, 2011), the peak during the second half of the gait cycle
was not reduced in TTA compared to AB. This may be due to the large variability among
TTA during walking on stairs in this study. In addition, this previous work attributed the
reduced range of sagittal plane angular momentum in the second half of the gait cycle to
reduced propulsion (anterior GRF) from the passive prosthesis in TTA. The current study
did not find a significant difference in the maximum A/P GRF between the prosthetic limb
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Figure 3.6: Mean and standard deviation of range of whole-body angular momentum in the
frontal plane for individuals with transtibial amputation (TTA) and able-bodied individuals
(AB). The range values for individual subjects are indicated with discrete points.
and AB for stair ascent or stair descent (Figure 3.3(a), Table 3.3).
Sagittal whole-body angular momentum is controlled by the A/P and vertical GRFs
and moment arms. During stair ascent, TTA had an increased peak vertical GRF from
the intact limb during push-off (approximately 0 − 10% of the prosthetic limb gait cycle),
which results in a more negative slope of the sagittal ~H trajectory (recall that in the sagittal
plane during stair ascent, positive ~H corresponds to the trunk leaning away from the stairs,
while negative ~H corresponds to leaning toward the stairs (Figure 3.7). In early to mid
prosthetic limb stance, TTA had an increased anterior moment arm in the prosthetic limb
(Figure 3.3(b)). This increased anterior moment arm contributes to a greater positive rate
of change of ~H during prosthetic limb stance, approximately 10 − 30% of the gait cycle
(Figure 3.3(b)). The initial negative contribution from the trailing intact limb and positive
contribution from the prosthetic limb result in the observed increased range of ~H during the
first half of the gait cycle. In addition, TTA had increased hip extension power generation
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Figure 3.7: Illustrations of moment arms and corresponding ground reaction forces (GRFs)
on stairs in frontal plane (left), sagittal plane (center), and transverse plane (right). Com-
ponents from both legs contribute to the net external moment about the body COM, which
equals the time rate of change of angular momentum.
in the prosthetic limb in early to mid stance (Figure 3.4), which is consistent with previous
studies (Winter and Sienko, 1988; Yack et al., 1999; Aldridge et al., 2012). This increased hip
power is due to the hip extensor muscles, which contribute to a positive external moment
(Neptune and McGowan, 2011) and therefore an increased positive range of ~H. The hip
extensors act to raise the trunk and rotate the body away from the staircase. While this
may be effective in lifting the body COM to the next step, it may also adversely affect
balance during stair ascent. Also of note is that sagittal plane ~H in TTA was similar to
AB during the second half of the gait cycle despite the increased range during the first half
of the gait cycle. Although no significant difference in the maximum A/P GRF was found
during stair ascent (Table 3.3), the A/P GRF trajectory did appear to be altered in TTA
(Figure 3.2). This could result in the increased negative rate of change of sagittal ~H during
late prosthetic limb stance relative to AB (approximately 30-50% of the gait cycle), and
may be due to the reduced contribution to positive ~H that the gastrocnemius provides in
AB walking (Neptune and McGowan, 2011). TTA also had a significantly increased first
peak in the vertical GRF in the intact limb relative to AB, which may also contribute to
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the convergence of sagittal ~H trajectories in TTA and AB during the second half of the gait
cycle.
The first peak in sagittal ~H during stair descent appeared to be reduced in TTA (Fig-
ure 3.2), but the difference was not significant. However, the observed decrease in sagittal
~H in both TTA and AB relative to level walking and stair ascent is consistent with previous
findings regarding regulation of ~H on declined surfaces (Silverman et al., 2012b) as well as
with the incidence of serious injury sustained in falls while descending stairs (Svanström,
1974). Regulating ~H more tightly during stair descent may be a mechanism to increase
safety and decrease fall risk. TTA had significantly increased ankle plantarflexion power ab-
sorption in the intact limb and significantly reduced ankle plantarflexion power absorption in
the prosthetic limb during stair descent. TTA also had significant reductions in the vertical
GRF and A/P moment arm during stair descent (Table 3.3), both of which contribute to the
time rate of change of sagittal ~H. Thus, TTA may regulate whole-body angular momentum
differently than AB during stair descent, but the differences were not significant.
3.5 Conclusions
Individuals with transtibial amputation had a significantly larger range of sagittal whole-
body angular momentum in early stance relative to able-bodied individuals. However, sig-
nificant differences between TTA were not seen in the sagittal plane in the second half of
the gait cycle, or in the frontal and transverse planes. The lack of significance in the sagittal
plane late in the gait cycle and in the frontal plane was surprising given previous results
for TTA during level walking, but may be a result of the large variability between subjects.
Large variability in the individual subject results suggests that patterns of movement vary
more widely between individuals during stair walking compared to level walking.
TTA had a greater range of sagittal angular momentum for stair ascent and level walking
relative to AB. This greater range may be a result of increased hip power also seen in TTA,
which has previously been shown to contribute to the positive external moment as well as a
reduced braking force in early prosthetic limb stance. This compensation may be necessary
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to ascend stairs in the absence of the ankle muscles, but could have detrimental effects in
H regulation. These results suggest that TTA using a passive prosthesis may have a greater
risk of falling relative to AB during prosthetic limb stance when ascending stairs, due to an
increased range of whole-body angular momentum. A larger range of whole-body angular
momentum indicates a greater deviation of angular momentum from zero. Larger values of
whole-body angular momentum may be more difficult for TTA to restrain and avoid falling
after a perturbation, especially without the use of the ankle muscles on the prosthetic limb.
In addition, both TTA and AB had reduced ranges of angular momentum during stair
descent relative to level walking and stair ascent. Stair descent is characterized by a greater
risk of injury when falling, and thus tighter regulation of angular momentum may be a
mechanism to reduce this risk in both groups.
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CHAPTER 4
WHOLE-BODY ANGULAR MOMENTUM DURING WALKING ON STAIRS USING
POWERED PROSTHESIS COMPARED TO A PASSIVE PROSTHESIS
Stair walking is a biomechanically difficult task that requires large joint moments. Indi-
viduals with unilateral transtibial (below-knee) amputation (TTA) do not have functional
use of the ankle plantarflexor muscles that are important for generating and absorbing power
during stair walking. This can lead to impaired balance, which can be quantified by regula-
tion of whole-body angular momentum. Recently, powered prostheses have been developed
that perform net positive work over the gait cycle and have been shown to reduce metabolic
costs as well as the work done by the intact limb (Herr and Grabowski, 2012). However, no
study has yet compared the effects of a powered prosthesis relative to a passive prosthesis
on whole-body angular momentum, which provides insight into fall risk. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate whole-body angular momentum in TTA using a powered prosthe-
sis (TTAPWR), amputees using a passive energy storage and return prosthesis (TTAESR),
and able-bodied individuals (AB). Ground reaction forces, external moment arms, and joint
powers were used to help interpret the whole-body angular momentum results. There were
no significant differences in the range of whole-body angular momentum between the passive
and powered prosthesis in any of the three anatomical planes. However, significant differ-
ences were observed in the range of whole-body angular momentum in TTAPWR and AB.
These results suggest that a powered prosthesis provides no distinct advantage over a passive
prosthesis in regard to regulating whole-body angular momentum and balance control during
stair walking.
4.1 Introduction
Stair walking is frequently encountered in daily living. This activity is biomechanically
demanding and requires large joint moments, indicating greater muscle output (Andriacchi
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et al., 1980). Furthermore, stairs pose a risk for populations with balance deficits (Startzell
and Owens, 2000). Falls are more prevalent during stair descent than ascent, as shown in a
study of 273 victims of falls on stairs in which 76% occurred while descending (Svanström,
1974). Serious injury due to falling is more prevalent in populations with muscle weakness
or impaired ability to maintain dynamic balance, such as the elderly (Startzell and Owens,
2000).
Stair walking may therefore be difficult for individuals with transtibial (below-knee)
amputation, who have a greater risk and fear of falling relative to AB (Miller et al., 2001).
In addition, TTA have altered kinetics and kinematics compared to AB during walking on a
variety of surfaces (Aldridge et al., 2012; Yack et al., 1999; Silverman et al., 2008; Winter and
Sienko, 1988). Many of these altered gait characteristics are a result of the functional loss of
muscles that perform ankle plantarflexion. The healthy ankle performs complex tasks during
level walking (Au et al., 2007). Passive prostheses, such as solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH)
or energy storage and return (ESR), do not have the ability to generate power through active
plantarflexion. Ankle plantarflexion is also important in stair walking. During stair descent,
the plantarflexors are predominantly active during touchdown at the beginning of the stance
phase (Spanjaard et al., 2008). However, an ESR prosthesis cannot provide plantarflexion
and the associated energy absorption during early stance in stair descent (Sinitski et al.,
2012). During stair ascent, the inability of the ESR prosthesis to plantarflex during late
stance is evident in the torque-angle curve and total work at the ankle, and the intact limb
must compensate with increased plantarflexion (Sinitski et al., 2012). Without the functional
use of the ankle muscles, TTA must compensate with other muscles during stair walking.
These altered muscle strategies may contribute to an increased risk of falling.
Recently, prostheses with powered ankle joints have been developed. These devices aim to
restore natural gait by performing positive net work at the ankle joint over the gait cycle, and
have shown promising results in terms of reducing metabolic costs, reducing work performed
by the intact limb, and increasing preferred walking velocity (Herr and Grabowski, 2012).
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These powered prosthesis provide greater ankle power generation during level walking, but
do not provide the ankle power absorption that occurs during stair descent in AB (Sinitski
et al., 2012). Therefore, a powered prosthesis may have similar limitations to a passive ESR
prosthesis during stair descent. However, no study has yet evaluated the effects of a powered
prosthesis on whole-body angular momentum during level walking or on stairs.
Whole-body angular momentum ( ~H) is a useful descriptor of gait on level ground (Sil-
verman et al., 2012a; Herr and Popovic, 2008) and is tightly regulated during level walking.
This regulation is achieved through the generation of external moments about the body cen-
ter of mass (COM) using muscles (Herr and Popovic, 2008; Neptune and McGowan, 2011).
The ability to regulate ~H is important for maintaining dynamic balance, for instance, after
a trip (Pijnappels et al., 2004), and in AB the ankle plantarflexors are primary contributors
to ~H during level walking (Neptune and McGowan, 2011). However, TTA no longer have
functional use of the ankle plantarflexor muscles, and it is unclear how they regulate ~H when
using different types of prostheses.
A larger range of angular momentum is generated by healthy subjects during stair walking
than in level walking (Silverman et al., 2012). Stair walking also requires greater muscle
forces, which results in greater joint moments during stair ascent and descent relative to
level walking (Andriacchi et al., 1980; Protopapadaki et al., 2007). These greater muscle
forces may also be required to regulate ~H and maintain balance. Because TTA demonstrate
different kinetic and kinematic behaviors than AB during stair walking (Powers et al., 1997;
Yack et al., 1999), it was expected that ~H trajectories would be altered as well. However,
it was also expected that ~H trajectories would be different between trials conducted using a
passive (TTAESR) and powered (TTAPWR) prosthesis. A previous study, which evaluated
the kinematic and kinetic effects of using a powered prosthesis, found that TTA still showed
signs of compensation in both the intact and prosthetic limbs despite increased prosthetic
ankle power and peak plantarflexion angle when using the powered device (Aldridge et al.,
2012). For this reason, ~H trajectories of TTAPWR were expected to be different than both
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TTAESR and AB.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of a powered prosthesis on whole-
body angular momentum and interpret the results based on ground reaction forces (GRFs),
external moment arms and joint powers. We hypothesized that TTAPWR would have de-
creased range of ~H in all planes relative to TTAESR when ascending stairs due to increased
prosthetic ankle power generation, thus resulting in ~H trajectories similar to those of AB. We
also expected that during stair descent there would be differences in ~H between TTAPWR
and AB due to the inability of the powered prosthesis to absorb ankle power in early stance.
4.2 Methods
Nine subjects with unilateral transtibial amputation (1 female) with an average age of 30
(SD = 6) years, height of 1.48 (SD = 0.10) m and mass of 77.3 (SD = 8.0) kg participated
in this study. All subjects were capable of walking independently for at least 15 consecutive
minutes, and had been able to walk independently for an average of 18.4 (SD = 11.1) months
prior to the study. Trials were conducted first with the original passive prosthesis, then with
the BiOM (iWalk, Bedford, MA) powered prosthesis. The passive and powered trials were
separated by an average of 43.4 (SD = 18.1) days to allow the user to acclimate to the
BiOM, and subjects were instructed to practice stair walking during the acclimation period.
Nine able-bodied subjects (3 female) were selected based on similar height and weight to
the individuals with transtibial amputation. Able-bodied subjects had an average age of
23.2 (SD = 4.6) years, height of 1.45 (SD = 0.07) m, and mass of 73.3 (SD = 8.5) kg.
All subjects provided their informed consent for the protocol approved by the institutional
review board at Brooke Army Medical Center.
Whole-body kinematics were captured using a 26-camera motion capture system (Motion
Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) operating at 120 Hz. A set of 57 reflective markers were
used to define 13 body segments (Wilken et al., 2012), and a digitizing process was used to
identify anatomical landmarks. GRF data were captured at 1200 Hz using an instrumented
16-step staircase containing two force plates (AMTI, Watertown, MA) configured in an
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interlaced stairway design. Subjects navigated the staircase in a step-over-step gait, and an
auditory cue was used to control cadence at 80 steps/min. For level walking, walking speed
was based on the Froude number (McAndrew et al., 2010) and was also controlled with an
auditory cue.
Marker trajectories and analog force data were filtered using a 4th-order low pass But-
terworth filter with cutoff frequencies at 6 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. Kinematic and GRF
data were combined in Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Rockville, MD) to compute joint powers
using an inverse dynamics approach. A 13-segment model was used in the inverse dynamics
and ~H calculations (Figure 3.1). The masses of individual segments were determined as a
percentage of total body mass (Dempster and Aitkens, 1995).




[(~rCOMi − ~rCOMbody )×mi(~v COMi − ~v COMbody ) + Ii ~ωi],
where n is the number of segments, ~rCOMi , ~v
COM
i , and ~ωi are, respectively, the position,
velocity, and angular velocity of the ith segment, ~rCOMbody and ~v
COM
body are, respectively, the
position and velocity of the whole-body COM, and mi and Ii are the mass and inertia matrix
of the ith segment. ~H was normalized by height and weight for each subject and expressed as
a percentage of the gait cycle. Due to differences in the masses of the prosthesis and residual
leg compared to the intact limb, sensitivity analyses were performed to determine effects
of mass variation on ~H. Variations were determined to be small compared to inter-subject
variability (Appendix B), so the same model was used to determine segment masses and
inertial properties for TTA and AB.
The ranges (peak-to-peak values) of ~H in all three anatomical planes were calculated
and compared statistically using the R Statistical Computing Software, v. 2.15.1 (R Core
Team, 2012). The peak values of the 3D GRFs, external moment arms and joint powers were
similarly compared. A 2-factor, mixed model, repeated measures ANOVA (Lawrence, 2012)
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was performed on these data to determine significant within-subject (ascent, descent, level),
between-subject (powered prosthesis vs. passive prosthesis, powered prosthesis vs. able-
bodied), and interaction effects. If data were found to violate the assumption of a normal
distribution, a non-parametric version of the repeated measures ANOVA was used (Noguchi
et al., 2012). When significant effects were found, pairwise comparisons were performed. For
normally distributed data the unpaired t-test was used for parametric comparisons between
groups and the paired t-test was used for parametric comparisons within groups, accounting
for unequal variances if necessary. For non-normally distributed data, the Wilcoxon rank sum
test was performed for non-parametric comparisons between groups, and the Wilcoxon signed
rank test was used for non-parametric comparisons within groups. Pairwise comparisons
included a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons (α = 0.05).
4.3 Results
Significant group and condition main effects were found in the range of ~H for comparisons
of the passive and powered prosthesis, but the pairwise comparisons did not indicate signif-
icant differences between groups due to the Bonferroni adjustment (Table 4.1). Similarly,
significant condition main effects were found in the range of ~H in the frontal and transverse
planes when comparing the powered prosthesis and AB, but no significant group main effects
were found in these planes.
4.3.1 Frontal plane
Significant condition main effects were found in the range of frontal ~H between TTAESR
and TTAPWR as well as between TTAPWR and AB, but significant group main effects
were only found between TTAESR and TTAPWR. However, after applying the Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons, none of the pairwise comparisons indicated significant
differences between TTAESR and TTAPWR.
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Figure 4.1: Plots of subject group averages of whole-body angular momentum (normalized by
height and body weight) in all three anatomical planes during stair ascent, level walking, and
stair descent for able-bodied individuals (AB) and individuals with transtibial amputation
using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR).
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Table 4.1: Significant differences in whole-body angular momentum in the three anatomical planes for individuals with transtib-
ial amputation using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and able-bodied individuals (AB).
Significance values are shown for the main group and condition effects. Main effects <0.0005 are listed as 0.000, and ’-’ denotes
main effects that were not significant. Mean values of ~H (SD) are also given for the different groups and conditions, and
significant pairwise results are indicated. ’*’ denotes significant differences relative to level, ’◦’ denotes significant differences
relative to AB, and ’†’ denotes significant differences between stair ascent and descent.
TTAPWR vs. AB
Main effects (p-values) Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent
Quantity Group Condition TTAPWR AB TTAPWR AB TTAPWR AB
Frontal
Range of ~H - 0.000 0.074 (0.010)* 0.065 (0.019) 0.049 (0.008) 0.044 (0.012) 0.069 (0.014)* 0.049 (0.018)
Transverse
Range of ~H - 0.000 0.011 (0.003)* 0.008 (0.003)* 0.017 (0.003) 0.017 (0.003) 0.017 (0.004) 0.014 (0.005)
Sagittal
Range of ~H 0.001 0.000 0.064 (0.01)◦† 0.045 (0.008)† 0.056 (0.007) 0.048 (0.007) 0.040 (0.006)*† 0.035 (0.003)*†
Range of ~H, 1st half 0.002 0.000 0.06 (0.009)◦† 0.043 (0.008)† 0.055 (0.007) 0.045 (0.007) 0.031 (0.004)*† 0.031 (0.004)*†
Range of ~H, 2nd half 0.023 0.000 0.053 (0.013) 0.041 (0.008)† 0.048 (0.008) 0.046 (0.008) 0.038 (0.006) 0.031 (0.004)*†
TTAPWR vs. TTAESR
Quantity Group Condition TTAPWR TTAESR TTAPWR TTAESR TTAPWR TTAESR
Frontal
Range of ~H 0.020 0.000 0.074 (0.010)* 0.071 (0.012)* 0.049 (0.008) 0.048 (0.008) 0.069 (0.014)* 0.063 (0.013)*
Transverse
Range of ~H 0.001 0.002 0.011 (0.003)* 0.009 (0.002)*† 0.017 (0.003) 0.015 (0.003) 0.017 (0.004) 0.016 (0.005)†
Sagittal
Range of ~H - 0.000 0.064 (0.01)◦† 0.060 (0.010)◦† 0.056 (0.007) 0.058 (0.005)◦ 0.040 (0.006)*† 0.039 (0.010)*†
Range of ~H, 1st half - 0.000 0.060 (0.009)◦† 0.058 (0.009)◦† 0.055 (0.007) 0.057 (0.005)◦ 0.031 (0.004)*† 0.031 (0.006)*†
Range of ~H, 2nd half - 0.006 0.053 (0.013) 0.045 (0.010) 0.048 (0.008) 0.051 (0.005) 0.038 (0.006) 0.037 (0.010)
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(a) Average anterior/posterior (A/P), vertical, and medial/lateral (M/L) ground
reaction forces (GRFs) for individuals with transtibial amputation using a powered
prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and able-bodied individuals
(AB). Values are normalized to percent of body weight (%BW).
(b) Average anterior/posterior (A/P), vertical, and medial/lateral (M/L) external
moment arms for individuals with transtibial amputation using a powered prosthe-
sis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and able-bodied individuals (AB).
Values are normalized to percent of body height (%BH).
Figure 4.2: Normalized ground reaction forces and external moment arms.
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(a) Normalized joint powers in the prosthetic limb of individuals with transtib-
ial amputation using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis
(TTAESR) and in the left limb of able-bodied individuals (AB).
(b) Normalized joint powers in the intact limb of individuals with transtib-
ial amputation using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis
(TTAESR) and in the right limb of able-bodied individuals (AB).
Figure 4.3: Joint powers (normalized by body mass) during stair ascent.
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(a) Normalized joint powers in the prosthetic limb of individuals with transtibial
amputation using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR)
and in the left limb of able-bodied individuals (AB).
(b) Normalized joint powers in the intact limb of individuals with transtibial am-
putation using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) and passive prosthesis (TTAESR)
and in the right limb of able-bodied individuals (AB).
Figure 4.4: Joint powers (normalized by body mass) during stair descent.
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Table 4.2: Group and condition main effect significance values for ANOVA comparison of individuals with transtibial amputation
using a powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and able-bodied individuals (AB). Values < 0.0005
are listed as 0.000, and ‘-’ denotes main effects that were not significant.
TTAPWR relative to TTAESR TTAPWR relative to AB
Prosthetic Limb Intact limb Prosthetic Limb Intact limb
Quantity Group Condition Group Condition Group Condition Group Condition
Max. A/P GRF (%BW) 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000
Min. A/P GRF (%BW) 0.002 0.000 0.031 0.000 - 0.000 0.004 0.000
1st peak vertical GRF (%BW) 0.005 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
2nd peak vertical GRF (%BW) - 0.000 0.015 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000
1st peak M/L GRF (%BW) - 0.002 0.025 0.000 - 0.000 0.040 0.000
2nd peak M/L GRF (%BW) - 0.010 - 0.020 - 0.000 0.015 0.000
Max. A/P moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 0.000 - 0.000
Min. A/P moment arm (%BH) 0.001 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000
Min. vertical moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000 0.019 0.000
1st peak M/L moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000
2nd peak M/L moment arm (%BH) - 0.000 - 0.032 0.017 0.000 0.029 0.000
Max. ankle plantarflexion power generated (W/kg) 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 0.000
Max. ankle plantarflexion power absorbed (W/kg) 0.014 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Max. knee power generated (W/kg) - 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 0.000 - 0.000
Max. knee power absorbed (W/kg) - 0.000 - 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
Max. hip extension power generated (W/kg) - 0.000 - 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000
Max. hip extension power absorbed (W/kg) - 0.001 - 0.001 - 0.000 - 0.000
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Table 4.3: Calculated mean (SD) peak values for ground reaction forces (GRFs), external moment arms, and joint powers.
Significant differences found in pairwise comparisons for the prosthetic limb of individuals with transtibial amputation using a
powered prosthesis (TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and the average of both legs for able-bodied individuals (AB)
are shown. ‘*’ denotes significant differences relative to level walking, ‘N’ denotes significant differences relative to the passive
prosthesis, ‘◦’ denotes significant differences relative to AB for the same walking condition, and ‘†’ denotes significant differences
between stair ascent and descent. Pairwise comparisons were performed after significant main effects were found (Table 4.2)
TTAPWR prosthetic limb TTAESR prosthetic limb AB average leg
Quantity Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent
Max. A/P GRF (%BW) 5.2 (0.8)*† 18.1 (2.2)N 10.9 (1.6)*† 5.2 (1.3)*† 13.5 (1.1)◦ 9.4 (0.6)*† 6.3 (1.2)*† 19.8 (1.7) 9.6 (1.6)*†
Min. A/P GRF (%BW) -6.9 (1.1)* -17.1 (1.7)N -8.4 (2.2)* -7.6 (1.5)* -13.7 (1.7)◦ -7.5 (2.2)*◦ -7.4 (1.8)*† -18.4 (3.6) -11.6 (1.4)*†
1st peak vertical GRF (%BW) 97.2 (4.5)* 106.4 (6.0) 102.6 (11.3)◦ 95.7 (3.6)*† 107.8 (8.1) 109.3 (7.1)◦† 100.7 (3.1)*† 109.2 (4.7) 123.3 (8.2)*†
2nd peak vertical GRF (%BW) 96.9 (8.0) 102.3 (3.7) 89.9 (8.2)* 95.5 (3.8)*◦ 105.4 (6.9) 94.8 (6.9)* 105.0 (4.1)† 106.6 (3.2) 93.4 (3.5)*†
1st peak M/L GRF (%BW) 7.4 (2.3) 6.5 (1.0) 8.7 (1.4)* 7.5 (2.5) 5.8 (1.3) 7.4 (1.5)* 6.1 (1.1)† 6.7 (1.3) 8.6 (1.2)*†
2nd peak M/L GRF (%BW) 6.3 (1.6) 5.9 (1.4) 7.2 (1.2) 6.0 (1.8) 6.2 (0.9) 7.9 (1.7) 5.4 (0.9)† 6.4 (1.7) 7.6 (1.3)†
Max. A/P moment arm (%BH) 13.0 (1.3)*◦† 17.2 (1.0) 5.4 (1.2)*◦† 14.0 (1.4)*◦† 18.4 (2.0) 4.6 (1.0)*◦† 10.6 (1.1)*† 16.6 (1.3) 13.0 (1.1)*†
Min. A/P moment arm (%BH) -6.7 (1.2)* -19.0 (1.3) -8.0 (1.4)* -6.2 (1.0)* -16.7 (1.7)◦ -7.2 (1.4)* -6.5 (0.9)*† -19.4 (1.4) -7.8 (0.6)*†
Min. vertical moment arm (%BH) -72.6 (1.3)*† -68.6 (1.4) -64.7 (1.1)*† -71.8 (0.5)*† -70.3 (6.5) -65.1 (0.8)*† -73.2 (0.7)*† -67.5 (0.8) -66.7 (0.9)†
1st peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 8.5 (1.7)* 4.4 (0.8) 6.5 (0.8)* 9.0 (2.0)* 4.5 (1.4) 6.7 (1.3)* 7.7 (1.7)* 4.6 (0.7) 9.3 (1.2)*
2nd peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 6.9 (1.5)† 5.2 (0.7) 9.7 (1.2)*◦† 7.1 (1.8)† 5.7 (1.1) 10.1 (0.9)*◦† 6.3 (1.2) 5.3 (1.1) 6.6 (1.4)
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
generated (W/kg)
1.59 (0.47)*N† 3.29 (0.89)N 0.56 (0.40)*† 0.62 (0.21)*◦ 1.48 (0.24)◦ 0.48 (0.24)*◦ 2.41 (0.44)† 2.58 (0.42) 1.28 (0.35)*†
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
absorbed (W/kg)
-0.78 (0.25)† -0.66 (0.14)◦N -0.37 (0.13)*◦† -0.74 (0.27) -1.03 (0.25) -0.53 (0.11)*◦ -0.48 (0.35)† -1.07 (0.29) -2.77 (0.52)*†
Max. knee power
generated (W/kg)
1.79 (0.36)*† 0.46 (0.14)◦ 0.24 (0.12)† 1.52 (0.53)*◦† 0.44 (0.20)◦ 0.25 (0.12)† 2.56 (0.73)*† 1.51 (0.54) 0.37 (0.17)*†
Max. knee power absorbed (W/kg) -0.28 (0.03)*◦† -1.07 (0.54) -2.35 (0.29)*† -0.36 (0.14)*† -0.94 (0.20)◦ -2.46 (0.56)*† -0.38 (0.08)*† -1.52 (0.34) -2.68 (0.20)*†
Max. hip extension power
generated (W/kg)
1.69 (0.42)*◦† 1.04 (0.43) 0.39 (0.16)*† 1.71 (0.46)*◦† 0.97 (0.20) 0.35 (0.17)*† 0.54 (0.21) 0.78 (0.14) 0.32 (0.08)*
Max. hip extension power
absorbed (W/kg)
-0.31 (0.17) -0.49 (0.21) -0.53 (0.28) -0.25 (0.1)* -0.46 (0.16) -0.52 (0.26) -0.31 (0.17) -0.57 (0.24) -0.17 (0.07)*
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Table 4.4: Calculated mean peak values for ground reaction forces (GRFs), external moment arms, and joint powers. Significant
differences found in pairwise comparisons for the intact limb of individuals with transtibial amputation using a powered prosthesis
(TTAPWR) or passive prosthesis (TTAESR) and the average of both legs for able-bodied individuals (AB) are shown. ‘*’ denotes
significant differences relative to level, ‘N’ denotes significant differences relative to the passive prosthesis, ‘◦’ denotes significant
differences relative to AB on same stair condition, and ‘†’ denotes significant differences between stair ascent and descent.
Pairwise comparisons were performed after significant main effects were found (Table 4.2).
TTAPWR intact limb TTAESR intact limb AB average leg
Quantity Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent Stair Ascent Level Stair Descent
Max. A/P GRF (%BW) 7.4 (2.0)*† 20.5 (2.7) 10.6 (1.5)*† 7.3 (1.8)* 20.1 (2.7) 9.9 (2.4)* 6.3 (1.2)*† 19.8 (1.7) 9.6 (1.6)*†
Min. A/P GRF (%BW) -9.9 (1.9)*† -17.1 (2.7) -18.0 (2.5)◦† -9.1 (0.6)*† -16.2 (2.8) -17.5 (2.4)◦† -7.4 (1.8)*† -18.4 (3.6) -11.6 (1.4)*†
1st peak vertical GRF (%BW) 112.3 (6.8)*◦† 102.5 (5.0) 164.0 (29.6)*◦† 118.0 (6.3)*◦† 107.7 (5.0) 150.7 (20.7)*◦† 100.7 (3.1)*† 109.2 (4.7) 123.3 (8.2)*†
2nd peak vertical GRF (%BW) 125.8 (9.8)*◦N† 104.1 (5.2) 109.4 (6.5)◦† 118.4 (9.0)*◦ 103.2 (6.0) 107.6 (6.0)◦ 105.0 (4.1)† 106.6 (3.2) 93.4 (3.5)*†
1st peak M/L GRF (%BW) 8.0 (2.4) 7.0 (1.1) 10.8 (3.7)* 9.2 (1.6)◦ 7.5 (1.1) 10.3 (1.5)* 6.1 (1.1)† 6.7 (1.3) 8.6 (1.2)*†
2nd peak M/L GRF (%BW) 7.00 (1.6) 7.2 (1.2) 9.2 (1.7) 8.1 (2.3)◦ 7.1 (0.8) 8.8 (1.8) 5.4 (0.9)† 6.4 (1.7) 7.6 (1.3)†
Max. A/P moment arm (%BH) 11.0 (1.5)* 16.1 (1.3) 12.0 (0.7)* 11.1 (1.5)* 16.5 (1.1) 12.6 (1.5)* 10.6 (1.1)*† 16.6 (1.3) 13.0 (1.1)*†
Min. A/P moment arm (%BH) -7.0 (1.3)* -20.3 (1.4) -7.0 (0.9)* -7.0 (0.9)* -19.7 (1.2) -7.2 (1.0)* -6.5 (0.9)*† -19.4 (1.4) -7.8 (0.6)*†
Min. vertical moment arm (%BH) -74.1 (0.8)*† -68.4 (1.3) -68.1 (1.1)† -74.8 (0.8)*◦† -68.4 (0.7) -68.2 (0.9)◦† -73.2 (0.7)*† -67.5 (0.8) -66.7 (0.9)†
1st peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 8.6 (2.4)* 5.8 (0.6) 7.5 (1.4)* 8.5 (2.2)* 5.4 (1.0) 9.8 (1.5)* 7.7 (1.7)* 4.6 (0.7) 9.3 (1.2)*
2nd peak M/L moment arm (%BH) 7.2 (1.1) 6.5 (0.8) 7.8 (2.0) 8.0 (1.7) 6.4 (0.6) 7.4 (1.4) 6.3 (1.2) 5.3 (1.1) 6.6 (1.4)
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
generated (W/kg)
4.56 (0.90)*◦† 2.74 (0.52) 1.87 (0.37)*◦† 4.12 (0.93)*◦† 2.67 (0.53) 1.78 (0.41)*† 2.41 (0.44)† 2.58 (0.42) 1.28 (0.35)*†
Max. ankle plantarflexion power
absorbed (W/kg)
-1.46 (0.51)◦† -0.86 (0.37) -6.05 (1.44)*◦† -1.07 (0.70)† -1.00 (0.44) -5.10 (1.81)*◦† -0.48 (0.35)† -1.07 (0.29) -2.77 (0.52)*†
Max. knee power
generated (W/kg)
2.84 (0.53)*† 1.26 (0.41) 0.74 (0.37)† 2.88 (0.69)*† 1.43 (0.45) 0.64 (0.25)*† 2.56 (0.73)*† 1.51 (0.54) 0.37 (0.17)*†
Max. knee power absorbed (W/kg) -0.58 (0.15)*◦† -1.38 (0.36) -3.59 (1.44)*◦† -0.51 (0.14)*† -1.43 (0.15) -3.63 (0.89)*† -0.38 (0.08)*† -1.52 (0.34) -2.68 (0.20)*†
Max. hip extension power
generated (W/kg)
0.95 (0.25)◦ 0.70 (0.14) 0.56 (0.36)◦ 0.88 (0.30)† 0.71 (0.15) 0.41 (0.10)*† 0.54 (0.21) 0.78 (0.14) 0.32 (0.08)*
Max. hip extension power
absorbed (W/kg)
-0.26 (0.15) -0.45 (0.11) -0.48 (0.24) -0.26 (0.10)* -0.59 (0.22) -0.30 (0.15) -0.31 (0.17) -0.57 (0.24) -0.17 (0.07)*
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4.3.2 Transverse plane
Significant group and condition main effects were found between TTAESR and TTAPWR,
but as in the frontal plane, none of the pairwise comparisons between groups were signif-
icant. Significant condition main effects were found in the range of transverse ~H between
TTAPWR and AB.
4.3.3 Sagittal plane
Significant group and condition main effects were observed in the range of sagittal ~H
between TTAPWR and AB, but only significant condition main effects were found between
TTAESR and TTAPWR. Significant condition main effects were found for all measured
GRF, external moment arm, and joint power values in the prosthetic limb, but significant
group main effects were only found in the A/P and vertical GRFs, A/P moment arm, and
ankle power (Figure 4.2, Table 3.2, Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4).
During stair ascent, TTAPWR had a significant increase in the range of ~H during the
1st half of the gait cycle relative to AB (Figure 4.1). There was no significant difference
between range of ~H for TTAPWR and AB during the 2nd half of the gait cycle. Also, the
powered prosthesis generated significantly more ankle plantarflexion power than the passive
prosthesis during both stair ascent and level walking.
During stair descent, there were no significant differences in the range of ~H between
TTAESR and TTAPWR. Similarly, there were no significant differences in the range of ~H
between TTAPWR and AB. However, the range of ~H was significantly reduced during stair
descent relative to stair ascent and level walking for all groups.
4.4 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of a powered prosthesis on whole-
body angular momentum relative to a passive prosthesis as well as AB. We hypothesized
that the powered prosthesis would produce ~H trajectories that were more similar to AB
than to TTAESR because the powered prosthesis aims to emulate biological ankle function.
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Specifically, we expected to see a reduced range of ~H during stair ascent in TTAPWR relative
to TTAESR. The powered prosthesis was not expected to result in ~H trajectories similar to
AB during stair descent due to the lack of power absorption in the prosthesis during early
prosthetic limb stance.
In the frontal plane, TTA had a significantly increased range of frontal ~H in both stair
ascent and descent relative to level walking, indicating changes in how ~H is regulated in
individuals with transtibial amputation during different walking tasks. However, individuals
with transtibial amputation did not change their strategy when using different types of
prostheses. The powered prosthesis did not appear to offer any significant advantage or
disadvantage over the passive prosthesis in regulation of ~H or balance control in the frontal
plane.
Similarly, in the transverse plane, no significant difference in the range of ~H was found
between groups. TTAESR had a significant difference in transverse range of ~H during
stair ascent and descent that was not present in TTAPWR. However, direct comparisons
between groups were not significant, indicating that there is no distinct advantage of using
one prosthesis compared to the other.
TTA had an increased overall range of sagittal ~H relative to AB when using both a
passive and powered prosthesis during stair ascent and level walking. Also, TTA using both
types of prostheses had a significantly increased range of sagittal ~H during the first half of
the gait cycle, but were not different during the second half of the gait cycle, contrary to
previous results in level walking (Silverman and Neptune, 2011).
In stair ascent, TTA using both types of prostheses had an increased anterior external
moment arm during early prosthetic limb stance. This contributes to a larger positive rate
of change ~H, which corresponds the the trunk rotating away from the staircase (Figure 4.5).
TTA also had significantly increased peak prosthetic limb hip extension power generation
during stair ascent relative to AB. This suggests that TTA rely on a combination of an
increased anterior moment arm during early prosthetic limb stance (Figure 4.2(b)) and in-
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creased hip power in order to generate positive ~H and lift the body COM to the next stair.
From approximately 30 to 50% of the gait cycle, there was a large negative slope of the whole-
body angular momentum trajectory for both TTAESR and TTAPWR, also contributing to
the increased range of ~H. The action of the gastrocnemius contributes to a negative external
moment in early stance and a positive external moment in mid to late stance in AB (Neptune
and McGowan, 2011), which would counteract the large slopes in the ~H trajectory that were
shown for TTA (Figure 4.1). The action of this biarticular muscle is not present for TTA,
regardless of the ankle power generation capabilities of the powered prosthesis. Thus, the
lack of gastrocnemius muscle function may also contribute to the increased range of ~H for
TTA. While the greater range of ~H during the first half of the gait cycle may be necessary
in order to ascend stairs, it may adversely affect the ability to maintain dynamic balance
and lead to increased fall risk, regardless of the type of prosthesis used.
Figure 4.5: Illustrations of moment arms and corresponding ground reaction forces (GRFs)
on stairs in frontal plane (left), sagittal plane (center), and transverse plane (right).
No significant change in the prosthetic limb A/P GRF was observed in TTA using either
type of prosthesis relative to AB during stair ascent (Table 4.3, Figure 4.2(a)). This may
help to explain why there was no significant difference in the range of sagittal ~H during the
second half of the gait cycle between TTA using either type of prosthesis compared to AB.
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Previous work by Silverman and Neptune (2011) found a significant decrease in the second
half of sagittal ~H between TTAESR and AB on during level walking, which was attributed
the difference to a reduced A/P GRF from the passive prosthesis during push-off compared to
AB. In the current study, the A/P GRF of TTAPWR during push-off was increased compared
to TTAESR and was not significantly different relative to AB during level walking, but not
during stair ascent. Thus, the powered prosthesis does provide increased push-off during
level walking, but during stair ascent the peak A/P GRFs and ~H trajectories were similar
for TTA using both types of prostheses. This suggests that the powered prosthesis does not
significantly affect how that sagittal ~H is regulated in TTA during walking on stairs. The
~H results in all three anatomical planes suggest that the powered prosthesis provides no
significant benefit or detriment to ~H regulation in TTA and is functionally similar to the
passive prosthesis in regard to balance control.
Ideally, a powered prosthetic ankle should provide all of the same functionality as a
biological ankle. The ankle plantarflexor muscles contribute to support, propulsion, and
lateral acceleration of the body COM in AB during level walking (Pandy et al., 2010; Neptune
et al., 2001). In addition, the plantarflexors generate energy to initiate leg swing, propel the
trunk forward and regulate ~H (Neptune et al., 2001; Neptune and McGowan, 2011). The
plantarflexor muscles work cooperatively during level walking to regulate ~H: the soleus
primarily contributes to negative sagittal ~H (forward rotation of the trunk) and acts to
propel the body COM while providing support, and the gastrocnemius generates energy
to the leg for swing and contributes to positive sagittal ~H in late stance (Neptune et al.,
2001; Neptune and McGowan, 2011). Thus, in order to replace biological ankle function,
a powered prosthesis must also provide these important functions during walking. Recent
modeling and simulation work of TTA walking on level ground has shown a passive prosthesis
to provide much of the function of the soleus muscle during level walking including body
support, forward propulsion (although less than the AB soleus) and lateral acceleration
(Silverman and Neptune, 2012). The results of this study suggest that the powered prosthesis
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may function similarly to a passive prosthesis, because few differences were shown in TTA
when using these different prostheses. However, the powered prosthesis provided greater
ankle plantarflexion power generation and peak A/P GRF relative to the passive prosthesis
during level walking, perhaps further contributing to forward propulsion during this task.
The powered prosthesis likely cannot replace the function of the biarticular gastrocnemius,
because it does not actively generate a torque about the knee joint. Musculoskeletal modeling
and simulation of the powered prosthesis during level and stair gaits is an important area of
future work to better understand the functional capabilities of this device.
4.5 Conclusions
No significant differences were observed in range of whole-body angular momentum be-
tween TTA using a powered and passive prosthesis. The lack of differences between the
types of prostheses was surprising because the powered prosthesis generated increased plan-
tarflexion power relative to the passive prosthesis during stair ascent and level walking. The
powered prosthesis also absorbed less power during stair descent compared to the passive
prosthesis. However, compensations at other joints was still observed in TTAPWR, similar
to previous results (Aldridge et al., 2012), and H was regulated similarly in all three anatom-
ical planes regardless of prosthesis type. Significant condition effects were observed for both
types of prostheses as well as AB, indicating changes in angular momentum regulation for
different walking tasks. Reduced ranges of angular momentum during stair descent, where




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this work was to evaluate the effects of unilateral, transtibial amputation
on whole-body angular momentum during stair ascent and descent. Powered and passive
prostheses were used by individuals with transtibial amputation and the resulting ~H tra-
jectories compared to those of able-bodied individuals. Other quantities, including ground
reaction forces, external moment arms, and joint powers were analyzed in order to under-
stand how the different subject groups regulated ~H during stair ascent and descent. We
hypothesized that TTAESR would have an increased range of ~H during stair ascent and
reduced range of ~H during stair descent relative to AB. TTAPWR were expected to have a
reduced range of ~H during stair ascent relative to TTAESR, which would be more similar
to AB. No significant differences were predicted between the powered and passive prostheses
during stair descent.
TTAESR had a significantly increased range of ~H in the sagittal plane during the 1st
half of the gait cycle compared to AB during stair ascent. TTAESR also had significantly
increased anterior moment arm during early prosthetic limb stance along with significantly
increased prosthetic limb hip extension power generation relative to AB. These increased
quantities lead to larger positive external moment and rate of change of ~H during prosthetic
limb stance. This may be necessary in order to ascend stairs, but could also lead to an
increased likelihood of falling due to the larger muscle forces, and therefore joint powers,
required to regulate a larger range of ~H.
Surprisingly, there were no significant differences in whole-body angular momentum for
TTAESR compared to TTAPWR during stair ascent and descent. TTA did have increased
peak prosthetic limb ankle plantarflexion power generation during stair ascent when using
the powered prosthesis, but the increased prosthetic limb hip extension power generation
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relative to AB as well as increased intact ankle plantarflexion power generation suggest that
TTA still compensate for lost muscle function when using a powered prosthesis. The results
suggested that TTA using a powered prosthesis regulate angular momentum in the same
manner as when using a passive prosthesis.
Previous studies have shown that powered prostheses provide metabolic benefits during
level walking (Herr and Grabowski, 2012). However, the results of this study suggest that
the powered prosthesis does not provide significant improvements in the ability to regulate
whole-body angular momentum, and therefore maintain dynamic balance, during stair ascent
and descent. Individuals using a powered prosthesis exhibit some of the same compensation
strategies as those using a passive prosthesis, such as increased hip and ankle power, and
therefore may not be fully utilizing the capabilities of a powered prosthesis. In addition, the
GRFs and external moment arms were similar between TTAESR and TTAPWR, despite
the increased ankle power provided by the powered prosthesis. This may indicate that,
during stair walking, users react to the power generation of the BiOM as a disturbance and
require muscle compensations at other joints. Device-specific training may help TTA take
full advantage of the device. For example, TTA could be provided with visual or auditory
feedback to reduce joint power compensations during stair walking, such as the greater
prosthetic limb hip power generation, which may be contributing to the greater range of
sagittal ~H. Similarly, this feedback could be used to direct patients to reduce their range
of whole-body angular momentum during the first half of the prosthetic limb gait cycle.
However, it is unclear if reducing the range of whole-body angular momentum is possible
for TTA, given the lack of gastrocnemius function and requirements of the task. Future
studies investigating training of TTAPWR during stair ascent may provide insight into the
ability of TTA to change their regulation of whole-body angular momentum. In addition,
the variability of the results in TTA suggest that there is a variety of individual strategies in
stair ascent and descent. Future work in identifying these individual strategies may indicate
a preferable method for regulating whole-body angular momentum on stairs, and lead to
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further recommendations for patient-specific training.
All groups regulated angular momentum differently for different walking conditions (stair
ascent, level walking, stair descent). The range of angular momentum was reduced during
stair descent relative to level walking and stair ascent. Tighter regulation of angular mo-
mentum during stair descent, as was shown across groups, may reduce the risk of falling and
serious injury during stair descent.
The results suggest that the powered prosthesis performed similarly to the passive pros-
thesis in ~H regulation. Future work in musculoskeletal modeling and simulation could pro-
vide insight into how the function of the ankle plantarflexors, including the gastrocnemius,
may be replicated by a prosthesis. Understanding the effects of adding a powered knee ortho-
sis, similar to an exoskeleton, to the transtibial prosthesis would also be beneficial. Such a
device may better emulate gastrocnemius function of reducing the range of ~H in the first half
of the prosthetic limb gait cycle, because the gastrocnemius is biarticular and provides knee
flexion as well as ankle plantarflexion. In addition, further investigation may be directed at
the control of the powered prosthesis. Altered tuning may improve prosthesis performance
to reduce muscle compensations during stair walking.
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APPENDIX A - SUBJECT PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Table A.1: Table of physical characteristics for subjects with transtibial amputation (TTA)
and able-bodied subjects (AB).
Gender Age Height (m) Weight (kg) Leg Length (cm) Affected leg Original Prosthesis
TTA
M 38 1.80 99.0 101.0 L Re-Flex VSP
M 29 1.93 108.9 113.0 R FlexFoot
M 29 1.78 93.2 95.0 R LP Re-Flex VSP
M 22 1.87 96.4 104.0 L Renegade
M 38 1.70 97.7 92.5 R Renegade
M 26 1.83 87.7 98.0 R Re-Flex VSP
F 34 1.65 85.5 86.0 L Renegade
M 25 1.93 97.5 107.0 R Pathfinder
M 26 1.75 84.3 98.5 L Re-Flex VSP
AB
M 21 1.83 103.9 95.5
M 32 1.74 85.9 84.0
M 29 1.74 100.2 91.0
M 18 1.9 81.1 99.0
M 21 1.81 84.5 93.0
M 21 1.82 93.4 95.0
F 24 1.72 80.0 91.0
F 19 1.67 84.3 89.0
F 24 1.73 93.2 87.0
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APPENDIX B - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS
Results of sensitivity analysis for three amputee subjects, which are representative of all
amputee subjects, are shown in the following figures. Included are results of varying the
angular momentum contribution of the prosthetic foot and shank to whole-body angular
momentum during stair descent using a passive prosthesis (Figure B.1) and using a powered
prosthesis (Figure B.2). Effects of mass variation of the prosthetic limb and foot when using
a passive prosthesis (Figure B.3) and a powered prosthesis (Figure B.4) were also explored.
Comparisons of whole-body angular momentum trajectories when using a passive and pow-
ered prosthesis for the most extreme variance of the foot and shank angular momentum
contributions (Figure B.5) and mass values (Figure B.6) are also shown. Differences due to
prosthetic limb mass and angular momentum contribution changes were determined to be
small relative to inter-subject variability and did not change the conclusions of the study.
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Figure B.1: Results of the sensitivity analysis for varying contributions of the foot and shank
segments to whole-body angular momentum in amputees using a passive prosthesis. Both
segment contributions were varied simultaneously, i.e., P02passiveMin50 denotes that the
angular momentum contributions of the foot and shank were both reduced by 50%. Results
are shown for variations of -50%, -20%, -10%, +10%, and +20%.
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Figure B.2: Results of the sensitivity analysis for varying contributions of the foot and shank
segments to whole-body angular momentum in amputees using a powered prosthesis. Both
segment contributions were varied simultaneously, i.e., P02poweredMin50 denotes that the
angular momentum contributions of the foot and shank were both reduced by 50%. Results
are shown for variations of -50%, -20%, -10%, +10%, and +20%.
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Figure B.3: Results of the sensitivity analysis for varying masses of the foot and shank
segments in amputees using a passive prosthesis. Both segment masses were varied simul-
taneously, i.e., P02passiveMin50 denotes that the angular momentum contributions of the
foot and shank were both reduced by 50%. Results are shown for variations of -50%, -20%,
-10%, +10%, and +20%.
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Figure B.4: Results of the sensitivity analysis for varying masses of the foot and shank
segments in amputees using a powered prosthesis. Both segment masses were varied simul-
taneously, i.e., P02poweredMin50 denotes that the angular momentum contributions of the
foot and shank were both reduced by 50%. Results are shown for variations of -50%, -20%,
-10%, +10%, and +20%.
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Figure B.5: Whole-body angular momentum trajectories assuming extreme variations in
segment angular momentum contributions compared to trajectories assuming no variation.
The shank contribution to angular momentum was reduced by 20% (Smin20) and the foot
contribution was reduced by 20% for the passive prosthesis and increased by 20% for the
powered prosthesis (Fmin20, Fplus20).
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Figure B.6: Whole-body angular momentum trajectories assuming extreme variations in
segment masses compared to trajectories assuming no variation. The shank contribution to
angular momentum was reduced by 20% (Smin20) and the foot contribution was reduced
by 20% for the passive prosthesis and increased by 20% for the powered prosthesis (Fmin20,
Fplus20).
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